
Glue Trouble Shooting

It is recommended that you understand the full subject of glue, the 
science of it, the
care of it, the storage of it and the environment you need to create to use 
it.
Locks Lash has numerous blogs covering the full subject, and it is 
recommended that you read
and understand all of them.
Here are some common problems and their solutions;

PROBLEM: Not sticking to the natural lash

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Not enough glue on the extension
- Wiped too much glue off before placing on natural lash
- Glue curing too fast (see below for curing too fast causes & handlings)
- Glue not fully mixed (shake more)
- Natural lash has some sort of oil based product on it.
- Natural lash has residual debonder / tint / makeup on it.
- Old /expired glue
- Glue taken from an extreme temp (fridge / hot day) and used immediately without bringing to
correct temp.
- Prolonged shaking with lid on and too much air getting mixed into the glue (use glue stopper 
instead)
- Natural lashes are too dry from alcohol based primer (stop using primer and just clean eye area
with foaming cleanser).
- Natural lashes have not been dried fully after cleaning and there is too much moisture on the
lash area and glue is unable to adhere to lash.
- Client is on medication.
- pH balance of client / eye area is incorrect for glue (clean area using foaming cleanser)

PROBLEM: Glue curing too fast (resulting in low retention, not sticking to natural
lash, going stringy)

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Remove moisture from your environment (humidity level too high)
- Stop using alcohol based primers
- Get a slower drying glue
- Work faster
- Change place where you put glue dot and try other methods (glue plate, glue ring etc).
- Glue has been exposed to air (lid not screwed on fully, stored incorrectly, been opened a lot
etc).
- Glue has been exposed to other chemicals (ie in hair salon)
- Air blowing / fan / air conditioning / heat blowing too directly around / on glue.
- Glue taken from an extreme temp (fridge / hot day) and used immediately without 
bringing to
correct temp.
- pH balance of client / eye area is incorrect for glue (clean area using foaming cleanser).



PROBLEM: Glue going stringy too quickly (in bottle within 1-2 weeks
after first opening)

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Glue has been exposed to too much air/moisture
- Lid not being screwed on fully
- Lid becoming slightly unscrewed in transit due to air pressure/handling
- Glue not being stored correctly
- Moisture level in environment too high
- Opening and closing bottle too frequently
- Room too hot when opening glue
- Glue taken from an extreme temp (fridge / hot day) and used immediately without bringing to
correct temp.
- Prolonged shaking with lid on and too much air getting mixed into the glue (use glue stopper 

instead)

PROBLEM: Glue going stringy too quickly (on glue dot while doing a set)

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Glue dot not being changed frequently enough
- Air flow (fan / air conditioner) blowing onto glue
- Other chemicals mixing with glue (for example some hairdressing chemicals)
- Room too hot from heating and blowing onto glue
- Glue taken from an extreme temp (fridge / hot day) and used immediately without bringing to
correct temp.

PROBLEM: Glue fumes very high

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Formaldehyde level too high in glue (the glue naturally makes formaldehyde as it is exposed to
air more and more. It is NOT something that is added into most glues as an ingredient). Throw
away.
- Not enough ventilation in the room.
- Sometimes placing a wet cotton round placed next to the glue will ‘draw’ away excessive
fumes.
- Incorrect storage - especially too hot. Glue must be stored in cool, dark place.
- Not wiping nozzle after use, so lid not going on tight enough = air exposure. Use Locks Lash
nozzle wipes.
- Prolonged shaking with lid on and too much air getting mixed into the glue (use glue stopper 
instead)
- Natural lashes are too dry from alcohol based primer (stop using primer and just clean eye area
with foaming cleanser).
- Bottle has been exposed to heat (from sun, heating etc).



PROBLEM: Glue runs up the fan (in volume) and closes it.
HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Too much glue.
- Dipping fan too deep in glue dot.
- Glue not shaken enough so too thin.
- Fan not wide enough (made too thin).
- Room temp too warm.
- Moisture content in room too low.
- Use Lash Lock (accelerator) solution to help stop the glue from travelling up the stem.
- Natural lashes are too dry from alcohol based primer (stop using primer and
just clean eye area with foaming cleanser).
- pH balance of client / eye area is incorrect for glue (clean area using foaming
cleanser).
- Room temp is too cold.

PROBLEM: Glue works with classic but not on volume

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Different glue is better for either classic or volume. Make sure you choose one which is what
you need. You can also mix glues to suit your current environment and circumstances.
- Stop using alcohol based primers.
- Clean eye area with foaming cleanser before the set.
- Volume does need faster drying glue, so you may have to add moisture into your environment
to encourage the glue to cure faster.
- Use a nano mister before, during and after set.

PROBLEM: One client reacted to the glue

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- First you must see what the client is reacting too. It is typically either the glue or the pads/tape
that is creating the reaction. For a full understanding of how you can tell what the client is
reacting too please read this blog … https://www.lockslash.com.au/blogs/news/97300417-
allergic-reactions
- If there is swelling around and on the eyelid area this is usually an allergic reaction to the glue.
- If there is redness and/or swelling under the eyes (socket) then this is usually a pad or tape
reaction.
- If the clients eyeballs are red and blood shot, this is not a glue reaction, but a technicians error.
Please see this blog for full details. https://www.lockslash.com.au/blogs/news/swelling-padsand-
red-bloodshot-eyes
- If your client does have any reaction, it is best to send them to the chemist or doctor for a
handling. You are not a trained doctor and legally can not diagnose your clients. Please read
this blog https://www.lockslash.com.au/blogs/news/97300801-what-do-you-do-when-yourclient-
gets-a-reaction
- Use a sensitive glue (Locks Lash Flawless Clear Glue).
- Client may be on medication.



PROBLEM: Glue not setting.

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Humidity level too low in your environment (not enough moisture). Increase moisture level in
your room.
- Room temp not correct (too hot or too cold). Follow guidelines for your glue.
- Glue not mixed enough. Shake more.
- Glue taken from an extreme temp (fridge / hot day) and used immediately without bringing to
correct temp.
- Glue is too old and has expired.
- Not wiping nozzle after use, so lid not going on tight enough = air exposure.
- pH balance of client / eye area is incorrect for glue (clean area using foaming cleanser).

PROBLEM: Going clumpy during a set

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Typically caused because the glue is not setting fast enough and thus sticking
to other lashes.
- You can keep the natural lash separated after placement for a little longer to allow
the glue to cure more.
- Your room temp is too hot and lashes have been exposed to too much heat.
- Trying a faster setting glue.
- Not wiping nozzle after use, so lid not going on tight enough = air exposure.
- Glue is too old and expired.
- pH balance of client / eye area is incorrect for glue (clean area using foaming cleanser).
- Glue has been exposed to heat (sun or heating).
PROBLEM: Humidity & temp is perfect but glue dot going stringy after 3-4 mins.
HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Glue has been exposed to too much air (moisture).
- During transit air pressure has caused lid to become slightly unscrewed and thus too much air
has seeped into bottle.
- Not wiping nozzle after use, so lid not going on tight enough = air exposure.
- Other chemicals are present in the environment.
- Glue has been exposed to air (lid not screwed on fully, stored incorrectly, been opened a lot
etc).
- Glue is too old and expired.
- Client is on medication.
- Glue has been exposed to heat (sun or heating).

PROBLEM: When brush lashes with mascara wands, a lot of extensions fall out.

HANDLINGS / REASONS:
- Not enough glue on the extension
- Wiped too much glue off before placing on natural lash
- Glue curing too fast (see above for curing too fast causes & handlings)
- Glue not fully mixed (shake more)
- Natural lash has some sort of oil based product on it.



- Natural lash has residual debonder / tint / makeup on it.
- Old /expired glue
- Glue taken from an extreme temp (fridge / hot day) and used immediately without bringing to
correct temp.
- Prolonged shaking with lid on and too much air getting mixed into the glue
- Client is on medication.
- Glue has been exposed to heat (sun or heating).
- pH balance of client / eye area is incorrect for glue (clean area using foaming cleanser).


